Abstract-This paper describes the development of the Robotarium -a remotely accessible, multi-robot research facility. The impetus behind the Robotarium is that multi-robot testbeds constitute an integral and essential part of the multi-agent research cycle, yet they are expensive, complex, and time-consuming to develop, operate, and maintain. These resource constraints, in turn, limit access for large groups of researchers and students, which is what the Robotarium is remedying by providing users with remote access to a state-of-the-art multi-robot test facility. This paper details the design and operation of the Robotarium as well as connects these to the particular considerations one must take when making complex hardware remotely accessible. In particular, safety must be built in already at the design phase without overly constraining which coordinated control programs the users can upload and execute, which calls for minimally invasive safety routines with provable performance guarantees.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coordinated control of multi-robot systems has received significant attention during the last decade, with a number of distributed control and decision algorithms being developed to solve a wide variety of tasks, ranging from environmental monitoring (e.g., [1] - [3] ) to collective material handling (e.g., [4] ). These developments have been driven by a confluence of algorithmic advances, increased hardware miniaturization, and cost reduction, and a number of compelling multi-robot testbeds have been developed. However, despite these advances, it is still a complex and time-consuming proposition to go from theory and simulation, via a small team of robots, all the way to a robustly deployed, large-scale multi-robot system, and there are only a handful of laboratories around the world that can field massive numbers of robots in the air, under water, or on the ground, e.g., [5] - [9] .
Despite the relative sparsity of large-scale facilities, contributions to the field have been made in fields as disparate as networked control theory, robotics, biology, game theory, and even sociology, e.g., [10] - [15] , where simulated robots serve as a proxy for their physical counterparts. However, to advance multi-robot research further, actual deployment is crucial since it is increasingly difficult to faithfully simulate all the issues associated with making multiple robots perform coordinated tasks. This is due to the increased task complexity, This research was sponsored by Grants No. 1531195 and 1544332 from the U.S. National Science Foundation.
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In response to this theory-simulation-practice gap, the Robotarium is an open, remote-access multi-robot system, explicitly designed to address these issues by providing access that is flexible enough to allow for a number of different scientific questions to be asked, and different coordination algorithms to be tested. And, although a number of elegant, remote-access robot systems have been developed in the past (e.g., [5] , [7] , [16] , [17] ), what makes the Robotarium different is its explicit focus on supporting multi-robot research, as opposed to, for example, educational or single-robot systems.
At its core, the Robotarium is a multi-robot laboratory, where mobile robots can coordinate their behaviors in a collaborative manner with guaranteed safety, i.e., the physical assets of the Robotarium are protected by guaranteed collision avoidance in a minimally invasive manner. In this paper, we discuss how this multi-robot laboratory is structured and, in particular, how the explicit focus on being a safe remote-access research platform informs the design. In fact, the report from a recent NSF Workshop on Remotely Accessible Testbeds [18] identified this inherent safety/flexibility tension as one of the key questions when pursuing a "science of remote access".
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section II presents an overview of currently available (remote-access) testbeds in the (multi-)robot and sensor networks domain. Section III introduces the Robotarium design concept, while Section IV addresses the challenge of safety, or more precisely how collisions can be avoided in a minimally invasive fashion while affording users the maximum flexibility in executing their custom code. Section V presents a number of swarm-robotic experiments instantiated on the Robotarium to highlight the breadth of tasks that can be accomplished. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and elaborates on future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The Robotarium's main goal is to provide researchers and students access to a remotely-accessible multi-robot testbed. In this section, we briefly survey the field of remote access testbeds of relevance to the Robotarium vision, and broadly categorize them along the following dimensions: multi-agent robotic testbeds, sensor network testbeds, and remotely accessible educational tools. A comprehensive overview of such testbeds can also be found in [19] , [20] .
arXiv:1604.00640v1 [cs.RO] 3 Apr 2016 Fig. 1 . Example of a coverage control algorithm executed on the Robotarium using 13 GRITSBot robots. The desired density function is projected onto the testbed arena in the shape of an R.
A. Robotic Testbeds
In the world of shared robotics testbeds, only a handful are publicly available. One example of a shared robotic platform is the PR2 Remote Lab at Brown University (e.g., [16] , [21] , [22] ), which makes a single PR2 robot available for public use. Similar humanoid robots have also been available for the purpose of crowdsourced learning from demonstration in [23] - [25] . It is worth noting that the safe execution of experiments in these research efforts depended on compliant actuators or the presence of an experimenter in the lab to halt the robot in case of impending collisions.
Remotely accessible multi-robot testbeds designed for research purposes were proposed in [6] , [26] and also in [27] . The latter testbed, called COMET, was developed at Oklahoma State University and relied on a small numbers of robots. While offering similar capabilities to the Robotarium, the robots provided by these testbeds occupy a significantly larger footprint and are considerable more expensive than the Robotarium robots, which is an inherent obstruction to reaching large numbers of robots. Similar mobile robot testbeds have also emerged from the wireless sensor network domain. The Mobile Emulab [5] , for example, closely resembles the Robotarium in that it provides a shared, remotely accessible multi-agent testbed with mobile nodes. However, its focus lies on sensor networks and evaluating mobility-related network protocols. Thus, the Mobile Emulab uses mobility only as a means to establish static sensor network topologies and not as an inherent component of dynamic multi-agent experiments.
Finally, originating in the educational domain, Robotnacka is a robotic laboratory offering remote access to three robots [28] . It is an educationally focused resource, available 24/7 through an online interface, has automatic charging through docking stations, and allows virtual robots to be used. Extending this system to a whole swarm of robots, however, would require significant amounts of space due to the robots' large footprint. Most importantly, however, Robotnacka relies on well-intentioned users as it supports no safety measures to avoid inter-robot collisions.
A number of effective, yet non-remotely-accessible testbeds have been developed for a number of locomotion modalities. For example, hovercraft vehicles have been used in testbeds at Caltech [29] and the University of Illinois [30] . Testbeds at the University of Pennsylvania rely on micro UAVs [31] as well as a combination of ground and aerial vehicles [32] , [33] . Similarly, the multi-vehicle testbed at MIT [34] and the testbed at Brigham Young University [35] use a combination of ground and aerial vehicles. Although these testbeds are in principle capable of remote operation, the required infrastructure is not available. Among the variety of inexpensive robotic testbeds that have been presented in the literature one stands out above all for the sheer scale -the Kilobot testbed. Although it is a closed, non-shared testbed, it is used for large scale experiments in 2D self-assembly and collective transport with up to 1024 robots (e.g., [8] , [9] ). However, the Kilobot's locomotion modality (vibration motors) makes it less suitable for a general purpose multi-robot testbed focusing on coordinated control as opposed to distributed computation.
Unlike these testbeds, which rely on expert knowledge to operate and protect the physical assets from damage, the Robotarium aims to be simple to use and interface with, yet at the same time be inherently safe to operate. In other words, built-in safety measures prevent users from causing accidental or purposeful damage to the robots.
B. Sensor Networks Testbeds and Cyber Security
Some of the earliest remote-access testbeds resided in the sensor networks and cyber security domains. Limiting access to largely immobile computing and sensing nodes mitigated the risk of making them publicly accessible. This category includes testbeds such as PlanetLab [36] , MoteLab [37] , MiNT [38] and MiNT-m [7] , ORBIT [39] , and more recently DeterLab [40] and CONET [41] . Two testbeds that stand out for their long period of activity are the ORBIT testbed [39] and the DeterLab [40] , [42] . These instruments have enabled research in the sensor networks and cyber security domain for over ten years. However, the nodes in these systems are stationary and as such fulfill a distinctly different purpose than the mobile robots of the Robotarium. Unlike most other sensor network testbeds, only MiNT-m [7] and CONET [41] contain mobile sensing nodes. While MiNT-m's tethered mobile nodes enable just enough mobility to automatically establish static sensing topologies, CONET combines wireless sensor networks with mobile robots in a more general fashion. However, the resource requirements of the latter testbed are significant: a total area of 500m 2 housing six large mobile robots and numerous stationary sensor nodes.
C. Educational Testbeds
A number of testbeds have originated in the educational domain with the purpose of facilitating and enriching the learning experience in areas such as physics [19] , embedded systems and microcontroller programming [43] - [46] , robotic manipulation [47] - [49] , mobile robot coordination [50] , [51] , and even humanoid robot programming [17] . For example, the Robotic Programming Network (RPN) [17] has recently made a single Nao robot available for remote experimentation. Similarly, a remote robotics lab discussed in [51] makes a single robot available for localization and path planning experiments, but still relies heavily on simulation. While providing the required infrastructure for remote access, compared to the Robotarium, two main drawbacks exist: only a single robot is available in each case and neither approach mentions the critical safety aspect. While some work especially in the educational domain has already hinted at safety and security issues [52] , [53] , code verification and validation techniques as well as collision avoidance guarantees are still lacking in most testbeds.
What sets the Robotarium apart from these efforts in the educational domain is it's explicit focus on being a state-ofthe-art research instrument that allows the flexible execution of custom user code, while at the same time guaranteeing the safety of the Robotarium's physical assets. Another aspect of remote access that the Robotarium tackles in particular is its always on-nature that allows robots to operate 24/7 through autonomous recharging and automated system management. This continuous operation emphasizes the need for provable collision avoidance even more since even small probabilities of collision will over time lead to collisions with near-certainty.
III. THE ROBOTARIUM
The Robotarium, unlike the testbeds discussed in the previous section, incorporates aspects of remote operation that are unique in the way they are combined. What the Robotarium ultimately aims to be is a large-scale swarm-robotic testbed that is accessible around the clock, gives users the flexibility to test any algorithm they wish, and evolves in response to changing user needs. In particular the Robotarium tackles the challenge of robust and safe operation of a large collection of robots with minimal operator intervention and maintenance. The always on-nature of the Robotarium highlights the need for automated maintenance, which relies on robust position tracking, automated battery recharging, and collision-free execution of motion paths. In this section, we will outline how these requirements guide the design of the first prototype and elaborate on both the hardware as well as software architecture of the Robotarium.
A. Design Considerations
As a shared, remotely accessible, multi-robot facility, the Robotarium's main purpose is to lower the barrier of entrance into multi-agent robotics. Similar to open-source software that provides access to high quality software, the Robotarium will have to exhibit a subset or all of the following high-level characteristics to fulfill its intended use effectively.
• Enable students and researchers to simply and inexpensively replicate the Robotarium testbed and its robots, implying that the design needs to be simple and opensource.
• Enable intuitive interaction with and simple data collection from the Robotarium.
• Enable a seamless switch between developing algorithms in simulation and execution of the same algorithms on the physical robots.
• Minimize the cost and complexity of maintaining a large collective of robots.
• Keep the system extensible in terms of adding more robots as well as different types of robots.
• Integrate safety and security measures to protect the Robotarium from damage and misuse. These desired high-level characteristics can be mapped onto more specific constraints that inform the hardware design as well as the software architecture. The current instantiation of the Robotatium satisfies these requirements as follows:
• Large numbers of low-cost robots (currently up to 20 robots are made available) • Convenience features to simplify the maintenance of large collectives of robots (automatic charging and tracking) • Public interface enabling simple code submission and data/video retrieval from the testbed • Built-in safety features that guarantee collision avoidance (see Section IV)
B. The Science of Remote Access
Beyond the logistics of providing access, scheduling and managing remote users, and providing meaningful experimental data, the development of remotely accessible research platforms comes with a number of challenges that their educational counterparts do not share. In the Report from the US National Science Foundation Workshop on Accessible, Remote Testbeds [18] , the "science of remote access" was discussed. One key problem that must be resolved concerns the inherent trade-off between flexibility and safety.
For the Robotarium to be a truly useful research instrument, users must be able to push the boundaries for what the robots can achieve. In fact, the Robotarium must be designed to support algorithms and inquiries that have yet to be imagined, implying that the allowable control programs cannot be needlessly constrained. But, at the same time, users should not be allowed to break the robots through truly reckless maneuvers. As such, collisions must be avoided in a minimally invasive manner, allowing for the user-provided commands to control the system as much as possible, subject to safety constraints.
In this paper, we describe how this balance between flexibility and safety is struck using control barrier certificates. By defining the set of safe states, barrier certificates are constructed that, as long as they are satisfied, the robots are guaranteed to be safe. The actual control signals then minimizes the distance to the user specified control signals subject to the constraint that the certificates are satisfied, and the resulting system is safe in a provably minimally invasive manner.
An additional complication is that users may want to test different aspects multi-agent robotics, such as verifying behavioral models of social insects or testing formation controllers for nonholonomic multi-agent systems. What this implies is that the Robotarium must be accessible at different levels of abstraction, in terms of the robot dynamics, the sensing capabilities, and even the information exchange network supported by the system. This is another key aspect of the "science of remote access" that will be discussed in this paper.
C. Prototype Design
In this section, we will elaborate on the hardware and software components of the Robotarium as well as their interaction with each other, the robots, and the users (see Fig.  2 ). 1 The Robotarium hardware includes the robots themselves, the position tracking system based on web cameras, wireless communication hardware, as well as a charging system built into the walls of the arena. The software stack consists of the coordinating server application, APIs, simulation and virtualization infrastructure, as well as a simulation-based code verification block. Note that the shown architecture represents the current development snapshot of the Robotarium. By design, however, the Robotarium has to evolve over time in response to user needs in order to provide an effective research instrument as opposed to a static showcase. 1) Hardware: The Robotarium is meant to provide a well integrated, immersive user experience with the smallest possible footprint, and features that allow a large swarm to be maintained effortlessly. Such tight integration is only possible with custom hardware. At the core of the Robotarium are therefore our custom-designed robots -the GRITSBots (introduced in [54] ). The tightly integrated design of the GRITSBot and the Robotarium allows a single user to easily operate and maintain a swarm of robots through features such as (i) automated registration with the overhead tracking system, (ii) automatic battery charging, (iii) wireless (re)programming, and (iv) automatic sensor calibration. These features have been described in detail in [54] . However, given their importance for the operation of a remote access testbed, we review the aspects of global position tracking and automatic recharging in detail.
• Robots: The Robotarium leverages the GRITSBot, a miniature wheeled ground robot that we introduced in [54] . The GRITSBot is an inexpensive differential drive miniature robot featuring a modular design that permits its hardware capabilities to be adapted easily to different tasks. A key feature that makes the GRITSBot the basis for the Robotarium is that it enables a straightforward transition from typical experimental multi-robot setups to GRITSBot-based experiments because the GRITSBot closely resembles popular platforms in capabilities and architecture. In particular, the robot's main features include (i) high accuracy locomotion through miniature stepper motors, (ii) range and bearing measurements through infrared distance sensing, (iii) global positioning system through an overhead camera system, and (iv) WiFi-based communication with a global host. The detailed specifications can be found in [54] while design updates and design files are available at www.robotarium. org.
• Tracking: The global position of all robots is retrieved through an overhead tracking system and is required to close the position control feedback loop. The Robotarium uses a single webcam in conjunction with ArUco tags for tracking (see [55] ). 2 Note that most decentralized algorithms do not rely on global position updates but rather sensor data. However, system maintenance such as recharging robots automatically or setting up an experiment (i.e. moving robots to user-specified positions) relies on globally accurate position data. As such, overhead Fig. 2 . System architecture overview. The Robotarium prototype includes components that are executed locally on Robotarium infrastructure as well as user-facing components that run on remote user machines (web front end). Three components interact directly with the robot hardware -tracking, wireless communication, and virtualization. The remaining components handle user management, code verification and upload to the server, as well as coordination of user data and testbed-generated data. tracking is key to the robust operation and maintenance of the Robotarium.
• Charging: Arguably the most crucial component of a selfsustaining and maintenance-free testbed is an automatic recharging mechanism for the robots. The GRITSBot has been designed for autonomous recharging through two extending prongs at the back of the robot that can connect to magnetic charging strips built into the testbed walls. This setup together with global position control enabled by overhead tracking allows the GRITSBots to autonomously recharge its battery (see Fig. 3b ). In the larger context of remotely accessible testbeds that contain mobile robots, the charging behavior is the key aspect of the GRITSBot that will enable automated use of the robots and management of the Robotarium hardware without operator intervention. The Robotarium back end assigns a number of available robots to users and ensures that these robots have been charged before the start of an experiment. After the conclusion of a user's experiment, robots are automatically returned to the charging station and prepared for the next user. Automating the recharging of robots is essential to making the continuous operation of the Robotarium economically feasible, especially as the number of robots is scaled up.
2) Software: The software components managing the operation of the Robotarium can be broadly grouped into three categories: coordinating server applications, components enabling the interaction with the testbed, and simulation-based components. This categorization can also be seen in the architecture diagram in Fig. 2. • Simulation: The simulation capabilities of the Robotarium are leveraged in three distinct ways: prototyping of user code, verification of user-provided code, and adding virtual robots. The simulator enable users to prototype and test their algorithms on their own machines before submitting them for execution on the Robotarium. 3 Once submitted, but before being executed on the testbed, the same simulation infrastructure verifies collision-freedom (see Section IV-A). Additionally, the simulator also allows adding virtual robots to the testbed arena that are capable of interacting with the physical robots through the server back end.
• Interaction: These components govern how users can interact with the Robotarium. Two principal methods of interaction are enabled by the components shown in Fig. 2 : local access through provided APIs as well as remote interaction through web-based code upload. 4 On the one hand, local API-based access requires users to connect to the same WiFi network as the server and the robots, which minimizes latency and enables closing the velocity or position control feedback loop through a user machine. Remote access, on the other hand, requires users to implement their algorithms and test them in simulation before submitting them to the Robotarium via its web interface. Submitted code undergoes simulationbased verification that checks for error-and collision-free execution before code is executed on physical robots. Simulation-based verification is used as a stepping stone towards formal verification methods that are still in an active stage of development [56] , [57] .
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• Coordination: The server application is the central coordinating instance responsible for executing user code, routing commands and data to and from robots, transmitting global position data to the robots if needed, and managing simulated virtual robots. In addition the server logs all generated data and makes recorded videos and robot data available to users.
D. Access through Abstractions
The Robotarium aims to support and promote research at many levels. A mechanical engineer may access individual wheel velocities of a given robot. At another, a middle school or high school student may prefer to issue high-level position commands (e.g., to navigate a virtual obstacle course). Finally, a swarm roboticist may wish to control the Roboatrium's agents through dynamical or topological abstractions. To enable these approaches and more, the Robotarium exposes access at various levels of abstractions, from wheel velocities to composable, swarm behaviors. In particular, the Robotarium supports the following levels of access and abstraction: 1) Velocity: At the most basic level, users may implement individual wheel velocities for the differential drive robot. At a slightly higher level, they can utilize a unicycle model, issuing linear and rotation velocity commands. 2) Position:
• Go-to-goal: At this level, users may issue high-level, goal position commands or waypoints to the robots. • Difference equations: Researchers utilizing discretetime dynamics may prefer to send "next position" commands to the agents, rather than velocity commands. 3) Modeling: Swarm robotics algorithms typically abstract robot dynamics as single-integrators. However, most real, robotic systems (e.g., the GRITSbot), due to their non-holonomic nature, cannot accomodate this abstraction directly. The Robotarium offers diffeomorphisms, as in [58] , to translate between these dynamical models. 4 Note that no real-time teleoperation of robots is enabled for security reasons. Submitted user-code is executed locally on the Robotarium server and as such latency is negligible. 5 Remote-access to the Robotarium requires manual screening of applicants. Interested users can apply for time on the Robotarium via the website www. robotarium.org.
4) Group control level
• Topological abstractions: At this level, users don't control individual robots anymore but command them to assemble certain topologies, formations, or shapes. At this level users have some control over the number of robots in their formations but not necessarily over individual agents. An example of interaction at this level is shown in Section V-C. • Behavioral abstractions: This level of abstraction is appropriate for users who care about the behavior that individual robots execute but only to a certain degree about how many robots there are in total. Robots may be interchangeable or execute distinct behaviors. The robots' dynamics and low-level control are entirely abstracted away for the user. An example of interaction at this level is shown in Section V-A) 5) Swarm abstractions: At this highest level of abstraction, users control entire collectives of robots without any regard to individuals in the swarm. Neither the robots' dynamics nor the individual robots are of importance to the user. At this point the underlying hardware is completely abstracted away. An example of this interaction level is shown in Section V-C.
IV. SAFETY
Allowing remote users to take control of the Robotarium's physical equipment imposes inherent risks to the integrity and safety of the hardware. To ensure safety and avoid damaging hardware, a combination of offline simulation-based verification and online collision avoidance using barrier certificates is employed. By default, the execution of all user-supplied control code will be safe-guarded using barrier functions (see Section IV-B). However, users can bypass this online safety mechanism to execute the raw user algorithm. Disabling barrier functions requires the user code to achieve a high safety score during the offline simulation-based verification step (as will be shown in Section IV-A). This safety score is a measure of how likely an algorithm will cause collisions during runtime. In that sense, a high safety score indicates low collision probabilities.
To introduce the two safety components in this section, we will rely on a commonly used dynamics model called the single integrator dynamics.ẋ
Here, x i ∈ R 2 is the position of robot i in the plane and u i ∈ R 2 is its velocity input. 6 The reason for this choice is twofold. First, the Robotarium supports the single integrator abstraction (according to Section III-D -modeling level), and, second, control algorithms for multi-robot systems are often developed using the single integrator model, e.g., [59] - [61] . Although the GRITSBot is a unicycle-type robot, the default velocity controller -a diffeomorphism controller -maps these unicycle dynamics to single integrator dynamics for general usage (see [58] ). Despite the focus in this section on single integrator dynamics, it is important to note that numerous other abstractions are supported according to III-D.
A. Simulation-based Code Verification
The simulation environment provided for the user to prototype algorithms also provides a platform for characterizing the safety of the controller. A two-phase collision detection algorithm, similar to those described in [62] , [63] , is used to determine the time and location of contact occurrences between objects. Once contact is detected, the simulator enforces a non-penetration constraint [64] and records the command and state data of the robot(s) involved. The velocities and relative geometry at instances of contact are used to generate a safety score S for the controller, which is unity for the collision-free case and zero for the theoretical worst case of collision of all robots at every iteration, each with their maximum velocity commanded directly into the contact surface.
To further aid in the prototyping process, detailed feedback on the controller's performance is returned to the user (in addition to the safety score itself). Parameters such as the mean collision velocity, or mean contact duration may be useful in diagnosing the cause of low safety scores. The main purpose of the safety function is to determine whether a given controller is likely to be executable in a safe fashion on the Robotarium. If S lies above a certain threshold value, the controller is deemed to be safely executable without any further safety measures. If the score S, however, is too low, users will be given the options to refine their code or to accept safety barrier function wrapping, which will result in provably collision-free code execution. In the next section, we will introduce safety barrier certificates and elaborate on how they can be deployed in conjunction with the user code in a minimally invasive fashion.
B. Safety Barrier Certificates
The Robotarium uses Safety Barrier Certificates to ensure provably collision-free behavior of all robots. This multi-robot collision avoidance strategy is based on the following three principles.
• All robots are provably safe in the sense that collision are avoided.
• Users' commands are only modified when collisions are truly imminent.
• Collision avoidance is executed in real-time (up to 20 Hz update rate). These safety barrier certificates are enforced through the use of control barrier functions, which are Lyapunov-like functions that can provably guarantee forward set invariance, i.e. if the system starts in the safe set, it stays in the safe set for all time. A specific class of maximally permissive control barrier functions were introduced in [65] , [66] , whose construction provides the basis for the minimally invasive safety guarantees afforded by the Robotarium.
Consider a team of N mobile robots with the index set M = {1, 2, ..., N }. Each robot i uses single integrator dynamics according to (1) . Additionally, robot i's velocity u i is bounded by
T denote the aggregate state and velocity input of the entire team of robots.
To avoid inter-robot collisions, any two robots i and j need to maintain a minimum safety distance D s between each other. This requirement is encoded into a pairwise safe set C ij , which is a super level set of a smooth function h ij (x),
(2) The function h ij (x) is called a control barrier function, if the admissible control space
is non-empty for all x i ∈ C ij . Note that u = 0 is always in K ij (x). It has been shown in [65] that if the control input u stays in K ij (x) for all time, then the safe set C ij is forward invariant. In addition, the forward invariance property of C ij is robust with respect to different perturbations on the system. Combining (2) and (3) as well as the single integrator dynamics in (1), the velocity input u needs to satisfy
This inequality can be treated as a linear constraint on u when the state x is given, i.e.,
In addition to inter-robot collisions, collisions with the workspace boundaries also need to be avoided. Assume the workspace of the Robotarium is bounded by a rectangle [B l , B r , B b , B t ] (left, right, bottom, and top bounds), i.e., x i needs to stay in the set
T . As before, safety barrier constraints are synthesized to ensure the forward invariance ofC i ,
To ensure the safety of the entire robot team, all pairwise collisions and collisions with the workspace boundaries need to be excluded, which can be encoded as, where i∈M is the Cartesian product across all robots' states.
The forward invariance of the safe set C is guaranteed by the safety barrier certificates, which are defined as
These safety barrier certificates define a convex polytope K(x) in which users' control commands shall always stay. By constraining users' control commands to within K(x), the Robotarium is guaranteed to operate in a provably collisionfree manner. Note that these safety barrier certificates are deployed in conjunction with the user-specified controller.
The minimally invasive nature of barrier certificate-enabled collision avoidance stems from the fact that the deviation between the user-specified control signal and the actually executed signal is minimized, subject to safety constraints. This minimally invasive safety guarantee is realized through a Quadratic Program (QP)-based controller
whereû is the user's control command and u * is the actually executed control command. Note that in the absence of impending collisions (i.e. when the safety barrier certificates in (4) are satisfied), the user's code is executed faithfully. When violations occur, a closest possible (in a least-squares sense) safe control command is computed and executed instead. The online QP-based controller can be executed in real-time on the Robotarium (with an update rate of approximately 20 Hz). An experiment showing four GRITSBots swapping positions with active safety barrier certificates is shown in Fig. 4 . A link to the video of this experiment can be found in Table I .
V. EXAMPLES
In this section we present a number of canonical examples of networked control algorithms that have been instantiated on the Robotarium. Specifically, we elaborate on the rendezvous problem, formation control, and the coverage control problem. Besides the mathematical introduction of each algorithm, we show code samples and detailed results of executing these examples on the Robotarium. Additionally, links to multimedia extensions showing these algorithms in action can be found in Table I . The examples in this section serves two primary purposes. On the one hand they showcases the breadth of algorithms that can be executed on the Robotarium. On the other hand, they serve as a brief tutorial demonstrating how easily swarm-robotic algorithms can be instantiated using the Robotarium's infrastructure. In particular, in this section, we will make use of a Matlab-based simulator and a Matlab API to communicate with the Robotarium backend (these components have been outlined in Section III-C2 and are shown in Fig. 2 . 
A. Rendezvous
The rendezvous problem (or consensus) is a canonical example in networked control theory with applications ranging from sensor fusion to swarm robotics. Within the area of swarm robotics, the premise is simple: using only local information, a group of mobile agents must meet at the same location.
This algorithm employs a team of N single-integrator agents, as defined in (1) . Let the agents' static communication network be described by an undirected graph G = (V, E), where (i, j), (j, i) ∈ E implies that agents i and j share information. A common solution to the rendezvous problem is to let u i be defined using the local interaction rule (e.g., as in [59] 
where N i represents the neighbors of agent i induced by G. The translation of this formal mathematical description into deployable code is shown in Fig. 5 . In particular, Fig. 5 shows an implementation of (5) using the Robotarium's MATLAB API. Note that this algorithm utilizes a modeling abstraction, as detailed in Section III-D; so, we must also map the generated single-integrator control inputs to the unicycle dynamics of the GRITSbot, which is described in the full example code and documentation referenced in Table II. For our particular experiment, we selected N = 6 and G = C 6 (i.e., an undirected, connected, cycle graph containing 6 agents). Deploying the previously shown code onto the Robotarium yielded the results shown in Fig. 6 . Table I contains a video of the robots' execution of this algorithm.
B. Formation Control
The goal of formation control is to drive the agents to a configuration that satisfies a set of given constraints (i.e., desired inter-agent distances). A variety of application domains utilize formation control, from sensor networks to convoy protection, and we here illustrated the operation of the Robotarium on a particular choice of algorithm given in [60] .
As in the previous example, this algorithm employs a team of N single-integrator agents, as defined in (1) . Assume that the underlying, static information exchange topology is rigid, and define a so-called edge-tension function ( [60] ) as
Then,
can be used to drive the agents to the desired configuration, with the proper choice of w ij (x). Let for example w ij be defined as
where d ij ∈ R + is the desired distance between two agents, and α ∈ R + is a gain. The gradient of this function is
which results iṅ
Fig . 7 shows the implementation of (6) using the Robotarium's MATLAB API. Similar to the previous example, this algorithm utilizes a modeling abstraction detailed in Section III-D. As such, the generated single-integrator control inputs need to be translated to the unicycle dynamics of the GRITSbot, which is described in the full example code and documentation referenced in Table II . We deployed this algorithm onto the Robotarium with N = 6 agents and a rigid formation specification as shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 8 also visualizes the communication topology and the trajectories of the robots during the experiment. The seemingly erratic motion in some agents' trajectories stemmed from the rigidity of the formation, which restricted the agents' movements. Table I contains a video reference for this algorithm. 
C. Coverage Control
The coverage control problem is another canonical example of multi-agent control that has been implemented on the Robotarium. Variations of the coverage problem have been extensively studied (e.g., see [67] - [69] and the references therein). Applications include data compression in image processing, quantization and clustering, optimal placement of resources, animal behavior description, and mobile sensor networks, to name a few.
Formally, we will consider a team of N agents, whose positions within the domain D are given by x i ∈ D, i ∈ M, and have single integrator dynamics as in (1). Our criterion for coverage is captured by the locational cost [61] 
where the domain D has been partitioned into so-called regions of dominance. In particular, a Voronoi tessellation of the space is used, i.e.,
We will think of the time-varying density function φ : D × [0, ∞) → (0, ∞) as a human-generated input to the robot team, which captures the relative importance of points within the domain at any given time.
The following distributed control law, originally presented in [70] , will achieve coverage of the provided time-varying density function
for some κ > 0, where N i is agent i's closed neighborhood set in the Delaunay graph, the dual to the Voronoi tessellation generated by the agents' position in the domain, and c i is the center of mass of agent i's Voronoi cell (for the definition of c i and the derivation of these partial derivatives, see [71] ). Note that (7) assumes the agents are modeled using single integrator dynamics and that agents are able to accelerate instantaneously to the required velocities. However, such conditions are rarely encountered in practice. In order to close the theory-practice gap, control law (7) was implemented on the Robotarium. The Robotarium's flexibility allowed for a number of different input modalities to be used to generate a human-provided density functions: a touchscreen interface (e.g., a tablet device), hand-tracking and gesture recognition (e.g., via a Leap Motion controller), and a brain-computer interface (e.g., EEG). With all these input modalities, the user-provided reference (representative of the areas of interest within the domain) were transmitted using the TUIO protocol 8 to the Robotarium server. Density functions were generated from these reference locations as discussed in [71] , [72] . Fig.  9 illustrates the basic structure of the Matlab code used to run coverage control on the Robotarium, where the functions not in the Robotarium API were provided by the user. Fig. 10 illustrates a coverage control experiment carried out on the Robotarium using 12 GRITSBots. For these experiments, a Leap Motion controller was used to detect and track the human-operator's hands. The finger positions were used as reference locations of the areas of importance over the domain to generate the time-varying densities to be covered by the robot team. To provide visual feedback for the human operator, an overhead projector was used to visualize and overlay the generated density over the robot domain in realtime. In Fig. 10 , we see the user effectively clustering the 12 active robots into two different groups at the desired locations, while three inactive robots charge. An overhead projector is used to visualize and overlay the human-provided density function on the domain in real-time.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have detailed the development of a remotely accessible, multi-robot research facility -the Robotarium. Beyond introducing the hardware and software components required to enable remote accessibility of swarms of robots, the Robotarium addressed the two key concerns of flexibility and safety. Unlike other remotely accessible testbeds, the Robotarium makes use of formal methods to ensure the safety of its physical assets and the avoidance of damage to the robots. These methods guarantee provable collision avoidance in a minimally invasive manner without overly constraining the type of control algorithms that can be executed on the Robotarium. To demonstrate the flexibility and versatility of this testbed, we have shown a number of examples that were deployed on the Robotarium with little implementation overhead.
While the current instantiation of the Robotarium is fully functional and remotely accessible at www.robotarium.org, future work includes increasing the number of available robots such that multiple experiments can be carried out in parallel, but also diversifying the types of available robots. Developments are underway to augment the current GRITSBot-based testbed with robots exhibiting different locomotion modalities and more complex dynamics such as quadcopter or bipedal humanoids.
